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Summary

Personal passenger vehicles are the largest consumer of energy in the transportation sector. Indeed, they account for over half of all the oil used by transportation modes worldwide. Moreover, half of the oil consumption by personal passenger vehicles is attributable to the United States. The efficiency of personal passenger vehicles has improved substantially over the last few decades. Much of the progress was in response to increasing costs and decreased availability of oil. When oil prices fell in the 1980s, market forces reduced the demand for higher efficiency vehicles. The result was a leveling off of fuel efficiency in the mid-1990s in the United States. Today, the average fuel efficiency of vehicles on the road is far less than is technically, and cost-effectively, feasible. Implementation of even modest technologically mature improvements could increase fuel efficiency by up to 50% in the near term. In addition, further development and implementation of alternative vehicles, such as hybrid electric, battery electric, and fuel cell vehicles, could potentially improve efficiency by up to 300%. This article describes trends in travel and energy use by personal passenger vehicles. It then discusses potential energy efficiency opportunities as they relate to reducing travel demand, shifting to more efficient modes, improving vehicle efficiency and operation, and invoking change through intervention and technological advances.
1. Introduction

Passenger cars and light trucks fall under the general category of personal passenger vehicles. Passenger cars are small automobiles, including compact cars, mid-size sedans, station wagons, and so on. Light trucks include two-axle four-wheel trucks, vans, and sport utility vehicles (SUVs). Motorcycles are also personal passenger vehicles, but account for a negligible proportion of travel and energy. For example, in the United States passenger cars accounted for 59% of the energy consumed by personal passenger vehicles, while light trucks accounted for 41%, and motorcycles represented less than 1%.

Worldwide, personal passenger vehicles represent roughly half of the transportation sector’s total demand for oil. They are the largest end users of energy in the transportation sector. Though the efficiency of vehicles has improved greatly over the last several decades, there is still a potential for enormous gains in fuel efficiency. Even wider implementation of technically mature advances could yield energy savings of 25 to 50% in the near term, with low incremental costs. Historically, efficiency gains have been strongly driven by oil prices. When prices are high, there is increased incentive to develop advanced automotive technologies; when prices are low, progress slows. Now that the period of inexpensive oil is coming to a close, it is likely that the efficiency of vehicles will increase: indeed, this is absolutely necessary. Technologies currently exist that can improve fuel efficiency by the order of 100 to 300%. However, their costs are still prohibitive for widespread implementation. Nevertheless immediate energy savings are possible through measures that encourage energy-efficient operation and maintenance of vehicles, and through measures that reduce travel demand or shift the demand to more efficient transportation modes.

To put the demand for personal passenger vehicles into perspective, Section 2 describes trends and current levels of travel by personal passenger vehicles in selected countries. Next, to illustrate the large-scale nature of energy consumption by personal passenger vehicles, Section 3 details energy consumption, fuel efficiency, and energy intensity trends for the largest end-user of transport energy, the United States. Lastly, Section 4 discusses a number of potential measures for improving the energy efficiency of travel by personal passenger vehicles.

2. Personal Passenger Vehicle Travel

Figure 1 compares passenger travel, as measured in passenger-kilometers, for the United States, Canada, European Union Countries (the EU 15: Austria, Belgium, Germany, Denmark, Spain, Greece, France, Finland, Italy, Ireland, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Portugal, Sweden, and the United Kingdom), and Japan during the mid-to-late 1990s. The United States leads the areas in passenger travel, with about $6.216 \times 10^9$ passenger-kilometers ($3.860 \times 10^9$ passenger-miles) during 1998. EU 15, Japan, and Canada follow with $3.676, 723$, and $3.84 \times 10^9$ passenger-kilometers ($2283, 449, 238 \times 10^9$ passenger-miles), respectively.

Personal passenger vehicles account for significant portions of total passenger travel (i.e., by the modes of personal passenger vehicle, bus, railway, transit rail, and air) for
each of the geographical areas examined in Figure 1. Specifically, personal passenger vehicles represented 86% of passenger travel for the United States in 1998. The shares of passenger travel represented by personal passenger vehicles for Canada (81%), the EU 15 (79%), and Japan (55%) were also large in the mid-to-late 1990s.


Figure 2 shows trends in passenger travel for the United States, the EU 15, and Canada between 1970 and 1999. Passenger travel increased steadily in each of the three geographical areas. In the United States, passenger travel rose from $3181 \times 10^9$ passenger-kilometers (1975 to $3860 \times 10^9$ passenger-miles) between 1970 and 1998. In EU 15, it increased from $1588 \times 10^9$ passenger-kilometers (986 to $2350 \times 10^9$ passenger-miles) during the slightly longer period of 1970 to 1999. In Canada, passenger travel climbed from $177 \times 10^9$ passenger-kilometers (110 to $238 \times 10^9$ passenger-miles) between 1970 and 1995.

Figure 3 plots the modal share over time of passenger travel by personal passenger vehicle for the United States, Canada, and the EU 15. The modal share for the United States gradually decreased from 91 to 86% between 1970 and 1998. This decrease was the result of an increase in the modal share represented by air transport. In contrast, the modal share of passenger travel by personal passenger vehicles in the EU 15 increased from 74 to 79% between 1970 and 1999. The increase in the EU 15 was the result of decreases in the modal shares represented by railway, transit rail, and bus travel. The modal share of passenger travel represented by personal passenger vehicles in Canada experienced an overall drop from 85 to 81%; however, the curve is characterized by two dips to 80% around 1980 and 1990.
The United States clearly dominates when it comes to passenger travel and energy consumption (see Section 3) by personal passenger vehicles. In addition, the United States accounted for about 30% of the world’s personal passenger vehicles in 1998. The number of vehicles per capita for the United States is also larger than any other country, with roughly 0.78 vehicles per capita in 1998. This is significant compared with the world average of about 0.1 vehicles per capita.
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